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Oliver Hauss, PhD, is a chemist and

molecular biologist with almost 20 years

experience in the healthcare industry as a

medical/scientific speaker, trainer and

consultant.  Oliver works with individuals

and teams to empower them to speed up

the bench-to-bedside transfer of medical

discoveries and technologies by making  

complex presentations clear, concise, and

compelling.
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PAST PRESENTATIONS

I have attended few of Oliver s session at
our conferences and always found it
outstanding… lot to learn with the help of
practical examples. Oliver is a perfect coach
and trainer. Oliver s sessions always very
engaging and give great insights. In my
experience, Oliver has proven himself to be
a very capable member of our conference’s
Keynote speakers panel by giving inspiring
talks with great experience. 

Sachin Sharma, MOB, KP-Morgan Group

Barbara Behrens, PhD, Sysmex

A three-stage online training with Dr.
Oliver Hauss for myself and my team has
increased the quality of our presentations
significantly. We understood better how to
target our message and give our
presentation a storyline to capture our
audience for our topic until the end. Many
thanks for that! I can only recommend it.
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TURN YOUR SALES TEAMS INTO
FIRESTARTERS!

Sustainable audience motivation
through sustainable speaker
training

PRESENT LIKE AN ARSONIST -
NOT LIKE A FIREFIGHTER!

Speaking as a way to motivate
lasting change 

YOUR WORDS SAVE LIVES
Medical progress requires
engaging communication

LET’S TALK!
Please feel free to contact me for any

speaking inquiries or questions.

THERE’S NO SUCH THING AS
A DRY TOPIC!

Presenting even the complex and
abstract in an engaging manner


